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Abstract
Most of the heterospin complexes with nitronyl-nitroxide ligands are assembled using
3d and 4f metals. Heterotrispin systems constructed from one radical (nitronyl-nitroxides, tempo
derivatives) and two different paramagnetic metal ions are very scarce. The interest in such
compounds arises from their magnetic properties and, ultimately, when acting as nanomagnets,
from their potential ability to store and process information at molecular level. We intend to
develop synthetic strategy to generate heterospin 2p-3d-4f complexes with a pre-established
number of spin carriers. By choosing the appropriate metals we can a priori modulate the
magnetic properties. Such discrete species are excellent candidates for magneto-structural
correlations. The number of known 2p-3d-4f complexes is very low, and new examples are
needed to get more insight into their magnetic behavior. Two main directions towards
heterospin 2p-4f, 2p-3d, and especially, 2p-3d-4f complexes will be pursued from the following
families
of
precursors:
(1) heterobinuclear
3d-4f
complexes
containing
the
{LnIII(hfac)2(CH3COO)} moiety. The synthetic approach relies on selective substitution of one
anionic ligand (acetato) from the coordination sphere of the lanthanide ion by an anionic radical;
(2) an original family of heterotopic end-off compartmental ligands which can selectively interact
with 3d and 4f ions, leading to predictable heterospin complexes. One compartment is made by
a Mannich-base moiety, while the other is generated by nitronyl-nitroxide pendant arm. The
leading idea of the project is to develop a synthetic strategy for 2p-3d-4f complexes that can
open new perspectives in molecular magnetism as well as in the chemistry of multifunctional
molecular materials. From the synthetic point of view, the project is expected to have a strong
impact, since we propose an original strategy for obtaining 2p-3d-4f heterospin complexes,
based on unprecedented ligands.

Objectives

The present project aims to synthesize novel 2p-3d-4f heterotrispin
complexes, following two original strategies:
(1) self-assembly processes involving 3d-4f precursors and
paramagnetic organic radicals;
(2) design of compartmental nitronyl-nitroxide ligands and their
reactions with 3d and 4f metal ions.
The ultimate objective of the project consists of synthesis and
characterization of new molecular nano-magnets.
A special emphasis will be given to the oligonuclear species that can
serve as models for magneto-structural correlations, particularly for
systems which are not investigated so far (e. g. Mn(II)-Ln(III)).
Chiral heterospin molecule-based magnets will be synthesized as well.
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